Layered and componentized systems promise substantial benefits from dividing responsibilities, but it is still unresolved how to construct a system from pre-ezisting, independently developed pieces.
Introduction
Multi-user software development environment frameworks (SDES) need a concurrency control mechanism to detect and resolve conflicts since more than one user task may attempt to access the same data in incompatible ways. Many SDES provide some variant of the file checkout paradigm, typically coupled with versioning, while others incorporate a database system with conventional transactions. SDE applications sometimes require "cooperative transactions" (see [2] for a survey of collaborative concurrency control mechanisms). Cooperative transactions make it possible to guarantee atomicity (rollback of an entire atomic unit if it cannot be completed) and possible to enforce serializability (the apPermission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. ICSE '95, Seattle, Washington USA Q 1995 ACM 0-89791 -708-1 /95/0004 ...$3.50 pearance that only one user task is accessing the data at a time). In addition, cooperative transactions can exploit application-specific semantics to resolve concurrency conflicts, often to enhance concurrency and enable collaborative work.
Some SDES, however, do not provide any concurrency control at all, either because the system was initially envisioned as supporting only one-user/onetask (at a time) and later extended to multiple concurrent tasks with manual synchronization (e.g., passing the "floor" in multi-user editors [7] ), or because the designers assumed that some external facility would provide concurrency control (as for Process- 
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